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Xia Feixue didn’t dare to look back, for fear of seeing Yu Sheng shot a few shots and fell to the ground 

soberly. If he really died, then he would feel guilty for the rest of his life. 

About a few seconds later, just when Xia Feixue thought it was a foregone conclusion, she turned her 

head to look, and she was surprised to find that Yu Sheng was standing there intact, as if nothing had 

happened. 

Did none of the bullets just hit the rest of your life? Xia Feixue had this idea subconsciously in her mind. 

If this were the case, those people’s accuracy would be too watery. 

But is it really possible? 

The two quickly hid in the door. Xia Feixue squeezed the AK rifle in his hand, poked his head out and 

took a look inside, and then fired several shots at the person inside. 

Xia Feixue’s shooting was very level. He fired three shots and hit two shots. One was shot directly with a 

headshot, and the other hit the shoulder and fell to the ground unconscious. 

There was no idleness here for Yu Sheng. He grabbed a few stones from his pocket and threw them 

directly at the people inside. He was not as cautious as Xia Feixue, and he stood there directly exposing 

his body to those people. Right now. 

The people who set out the stone in Yu Sheng also fired at him, and the people who were hit by the 

stone in Yu Sheng fell to the ground and a blood hole appeared in the center of their eyebrows. 

And those bullets also shot over like Yu Sheng’s body, and were blocked two or three centimeters away 

from Yu Sheng’s body, and fell on the ground as if they had hit something hard. 

In the blink of an eye, there were only three of a dozen people left, and no one could continue to attack 

Yu Sheng and Xia Feixue. 

“Quickly retreat, this person is not something we can deal with. Go and ask the boss to tell him what 

happened here, and I’ll cover it for you!” said one of the three men who looked taller. 

The other two immediately understood, and ran inside without even thinking about it. They didn’t have 

any answers. They wanted to tell the boss about the matter as soon as possible. 

If the people who came were the police, their firepower would not be taken seriously, but the young 

man was invulnerable just now. It would be really terrifying. 

Want to go? 

Yu Sheng’s body flickered and turned into a phantom, and soon came to the tall man’s side, raised his 

hand and directly twisted the man’s neck. 

Immediately, the rifles in the hands of those men fired a shot at one of the two who fled. 

boom! 

Yu Sheng’s ears roared with the sound of the gunshots, and the body was backed by the powerful recoil, 

but the bullets that hit them didn’t even hit the two people. 

For the rest of his life, he didn’t have any contact with this kind of gun, and he would never use it at all. 

Seeing Xia Feixue use it so easily, I thought he could easily master it, but I didn’t expect to fail. 

The bullet didn’t hit the two of them. For the rest of his life, he didn’t plan to let them go. He threw the 

rifle in his hand at one of them. 

With a snorted sound, the rifle thrown out for the rest of his life directly penetrated the body of a 

person. The person ran for two steps and fell to the ground without a reaction. 

Immediately after Yu Sheng, there was a gunshot, and the man who was about to run into the house 



also fell to the ground in response. 

Looking back, Yu Sheng smiled and stretched out his thumb to Xia Feixue. I have to say that Xia Feixue’s 

gun is indeed much more accurate than him. 

After solving these more than ten people, Yu Sheng and Xia Feixue did not relax at all. The shot just now 

was enough to arouse the vigilance of the people inside. 

If you don’t leave now, if all those people come, it won’t be that simple to solve it at that time. 

Yu Sheng and Xia Feixue quickly left this place, rushed into the manor, and opened the door of a room. 

Yu Sheng was completely shocked when he saw the scene inside. 
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It’s not too much to call the scene in front of him the hell on earth… 

Just after Yu Sheng opened the door, a pungent bloody smell poured into his nasal cavity. He was 

uncomfortable after coughing several times before it eased. 

The room was dim, but for Yu Sheng, relying on the strength of a master-level powerhouse, he could see 

the scene in the room clearly even without turning on the lights. 

As soon as the door was opened, countless calls for help and wailing came from the room. Hearing this 

sound made people feel numb in their scalp. 

There were more than two hundred people in the large room, including corpses whose internal organs 

had been cleaned, and some living people still locked in iron cages. 

When those people saw someone coming in, they thought that for the rest of their lives they were those 

who caught special people, begging for mercy, hoping to let them go. 

When Yu Sheng turned on the light and saw the scene inside, Xia Feixue exclaimed in surprise and 

stepped back two steps in a row. 

“Yu Sheng, this…” Xia Feixue was shocked and speechless. 

She has worked in the patrol room for so many years, and she has seen a lot of murders, corpses, and 

even corpses, but even so, she was stunned by the scene in front of her. 

The corpse was thrown in the corner of the room randomly. The blood stained the ground red, and the 

sticky thing that stepped one foot into the room was human blood. 

The most terrifying thing is not the corpses that have been gutted, but the living people who are locked 

in cages, and their spirits have been severely impacted at this time. 

Staying in this place every day, I see those people who are imprisoned with me are ruthlessly thrown 

away from their internal organs, and then thrown aside at will. Even those who can bear the limits of 

their hearts, see this picture for a long time. , Will also have a nervous breakdown. 

“Those people are simply inhumane, how can they do such utterly conscience?” Xia Feixue clenched his 

fists and gritted his teeth. 

It turned out that all the missing people were caught here, and their internal organs were ruthlessly 

scraped. 

For the rest of his life at this time, he sighed deeply. It was not the first time he saw this kind of scene. 

When Xiaoshui disappeared before, similar things happened in the villas in the suburbs of Qiancheng. 

The two have the same nature. They are all gutted, but the last time the target was children, this time 

the scope is wider. Looking at it, there are middle-aged people, high school students, young men and 

women, and even small children. . 

For the rest of his life, I still remember Qi Lao died when he was in Jiangcheng Amusement Park, and he 

was also killed by backlash! How could this kind of thing happen again, is it possible that someone else 



has happened this time? 

Yu Sheng was still thinking about what was going on, and I heard Xia Feixue’s urging voice: “Yu Sheng, 

what are you doing in a daze? Get these people out as soon as possible!” 

Release? 

Yu Sheng shook his head directly, and did not go to help Xia Feixue release those people, but ordered 

loudly: “Don’t make a noise now, be quiet, I will release you in a while!” 

The words Yu Sheng just said didn’t have any effect. The living people in the cage heard that Yu Sheng 

said that if they don’t save them now, they are becoming more riots. 

“Please help me out, I really don’t want to take it down in this place for a minute!” The middle-aged 

man Yixie said heartbreakingly, his head kept hitting the iron cage. 

“Handsome man, as long as you can save me out, I can do anything for you. My people are yours.” The 

young woman cried and pleaded, taking off her clothes as she said. 

Seeing that this was the case, I was upset for the rest of my life. If these people continue to riot like this, 

sooner or later they will attract the attention of the people in the manor. 

But in this situation, there was no way to calm them down. When they were upset for the rest of their 

lives, a familiar voice suddenly came from the cage. 

“The rest of my life?” 
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Yu Sheng’s body was startled, the woman’s voice was very familiar, it was definitely the person he knew, 

and she couldn’t remember who it was for a while. 

Hearing the sound and looking at the crowd in the cage, a woman with a little messy hair but a very 

outstanding appearance was also looking at him. 

“Yang Yinzhu?” Yu Sheng called out her name subconsciously, and the person in front of him was Yang 

Zihuan’s cousin Yang Yinzhu. 

He has a lot of grievances with Yang Yinzhu! This woman and Yang Jian didn’t bother him, but they were 

both given a severe lesson by themselves. They didn’t even meet again in this place since the Chinese 

Medicine Expo. 

Yang Yinzhu is also unlucky enough. I thought I would live a good life with Lei Chao in this life. 

But whoever thinks it will be long before this good day, the Lei family will go bankrupt, Zuo Wenyu, you 

have lost the ability of a man, naturally you will not keep her by your side. 

The brothers and sisters of the Yang family who have no support, the two can only wander on the street 

again and live the life of being debts collected. Unfortunately, they were caught in this place. 

Now that Yu Sheng had broken into this place, Yang Yinzhu couldn’t care about his previous grievances, 

and just wanted to escape this place quickly. 

“Yu Sheng, please save me! Anyway, I am also Yang Zihuan’s cousin? We are also relatives! How can you 

die?” 

“Stay honestly, don’t shout, quiet down!” Yu Sheng’s head was big for a while, even if Yang Yinzhu could 

do it. 

If the person in the cage was Yang Zihuan, he would not be able to rescue her now. This is a big cage, 

and as long as the door is opened, all those people will rush out. 

It’s not a fake to be able to run out of the cage, but for the rest of my life I know that everyone in the 

manor is fully armed, and also has a lethal AK rifle in his hand. 

The spirits of these people in the cage are no longer normal, and they can’t listen to his instructions. 



When the time comes, how many people can run out alive? 

How does Yang Yinzhu know this? He just wanted to go out and leave this place now, seeing Yu Sheng 

not planning to save her, his spirits became even more irritable. 

Shouted and shouted: “You bastard for the rest of your life, we are also relatives anyway, how can you 

not save me? I don’t want to die! I don’t want to die! 

Yang Jian had been gushed off by those people, and the body…the body was still lying there, and I didn’t 

want to end up like her. ” 

Said that Yang Yinzhu collapsed and sat on the ground, pointing his finger at one of the corpses lying 

face down. 

Yu Sheng was still a little shocked when he heard this. He didn’t expect Yang Jian to be arrested too, and 

he had already been killed. 

Yu Sheng walked in the direction of Yang Yinzhu’s fingers. As expected, a corpse was lying face down, 

and Yu Sheng turned over the corpse with his hand. 

A familiar face appeared in front of Yu Sheng’s eyes. Even though Yang Jian’s face had a lot of blood 

sticking to it, Yu Sheng could still be sure that this person was Yang Jian. 

It’s really annoying for this guy for the rest of his life, but he has never been taken to heart, but he has 

always been treated as a beaming clown. 

Seeing its body here now, Yu Sheng still sighed. 

No longer paying attention to Yang Yinzhu’s yelling, Yu Sheng told Xia Feixue on the side: “You stay here, 

I’ll go out and have a look.” 

“I’ll be with you!” Xia Feixue grabbed Yu Sheng’s hand, wanted to go with him, and didn’t want Yu Sheng 

to take risks alone. 

“You invited me over, and you still don’t trust me. If Captain Xia is like this, I won’t care about this 

matter!” Yu Sheng’s expression was serious, and his tone didn’t seem to be joking. 

“I…” Xia Feixue struggled for a while, and finally obeyed Yu Sheng’s arrangements and stayed in this 

room honestly. 

At this moment, Yu Sheng’s ears trembled slightly, and his complexion became heavy. 

The movement in the room was so loud that the people in the manor were aware of it, and it was 

normal. Listening to the sound of footsteps outside, the rest of my life pushed open the door of the 

room without fear… 
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Just as he opened the door, there were a few gunshots outside. Fortunately for the rest of his life, he 

was prepared for it. The internal force lingered and enveloped the rest of his body. Those bullets could 

not hurt him at all. 

“Oh? It turns out to be a martial artist, interesting!” Then the man waved his hand at those who shot Yu 

Sheng, and those people immediately stopped designing Yu Sheng. 

Yu Sheng looked at the speaker, and his pupils shrank slightly. He had seen this person. The time at the 

door of the patrol room, it was this man who came out and grabbed the young man into the car. 

At that time, Yu Sheng felt that the breath of this person was not weaker than that of him, and now 

hearing his words deepened Yu Sheng’s thoughts. 

I thought he had reached the level of invincibility in the secular world. 

“Don’t you feel ashamed to do these damaging things, both in martial arts?” Yu Sheng asked harshly. 

The man seemed to have heard a big joke, he burst into laughter, laughed for a while before he stopped, 



disdainfully said: “Seeing your strength is not weak, I didn’t expect you to say such a mentally retarded 

thing. In the world, the weak are not worthy to speak, only strength can conquer everything. 

ashamed? What are you ashamed of? It’s ridiculous! ” 

Said that the man threw the gun in the hand of his hand at random, twisted his neck, moved his muscles 

and bones, and rushed in the direction of Yu Sheng at a very fast speed. 

Upon seeing this, Yu Sheng did not dare to neglect, and quickly walked towards the man’s past, raising 

his hand for the rest of his life and hitting the man’s chest for the rest of his life. 

There was a sneer at the corner of the man’s mouth, and he didn’t want to hide from Yu Sheng’s hit on 

her chest. Instead, he planned to fight Yu Sheng hard, raising his hand and punching it like Yu Sheng’s 

chest. 

The two snorted at the same time, Yu Sheng stepped back five or six steps in succession, and the man 

was also repelled five or six steps by Yu Sheng. 

The palm of his life just now took 80% of his strength. He didn’t think that the man had just stepped 

back a few steps, with some blood flowing out of the corner of his mouth. 

boom! 

Suddenly a bullet shot towards Yu Sheng’s head, a sharp color flashed in Yu Sheng’s eyes, and then he 

avoided the bullet from one side of his head. 

Seeing this, the man became angry, raised his hand to wipe the blood from the corner of his mouth, 

snatched the gun he handed to his man before, and fired several shots at the man who had just shot. 

It wasn’t until the man was lying on the ground that he was beaten into a beehive man, then he stopped 

and threw the gun aside, spitting and cursing: “Fuck, there is no order from Lao Tzu, so I dare to do it. 

Are you brave!” 

After finally encountering an opponent of comparable strength, the man wants to give a good hand, 

even if he loses his life, he does not want others to intervene. 

“I’m Hu Lie, what’s your kid’s name?” Hu Lie looked at Yu Sheng with unconcealable excitement. 

“Yu Sheng.” Yu Sheng also didn’t deliberately conceal his name, and didn’t intend to waste time with 

him, so he rushed directly to that person. 

Seeing Yu Sheng rushing towards him, Hu Lie became even more excited, leading his fist to rush towards 

Yu Sheng without dodge. 

Two people fought together like ordinary people fighting, no one deliberately dodge, you punch me, 

punch into the flesh. 

Since Hu Lie likes this kind of hand-to-hand combat, Yu Sheng is willing to accompany him, and he also 

wants to see where his physical strength has reached! 
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The men of Hu Lie on the side were surprised to see that the two of them were fighting in such a brutal 

way. 

Although Yu Sheng had turned his back to them many times, they no longer dared to shoot without 

authorization. The corpse on the ground was a warning. 

In fact, what they didn’t know was that although Yu Sheng was fighting against Hu Lie, his six senses 

were different from ordinary people, and the internal force in the body was able to turn into a shield to 

protect the whole body at the moment they fired. 

In about ten minutes, Yu Sheng and Hu Lie threw a punch to each other at the same time, and the two 

punches collided. The two backed a few steps to stabilize their figure. 



At this time, the two of them were all bruised on their faces and bodies. Hu Lie’s face was beaten blue 

and purple by Yu Sheng, and even a few teeth were knocked out. Yu Sheng did not get any better, 

although his face was not good. He suffered some injuries, but Hu Lie was injured in many places on his 

body. 

After the fight just now, the rest of my life can be sure that although the strength of the two is almost 

the master, the strength of the late stage, but he is still slightly stronger than him. 

After all, Yu Sheng has “Nine Profound Heavenly Scriptures” and there is a big gap between ordinary 

martial arts practitioners, so Sheng can basically be sure that the Hu Lie in front of him is definitely not 

an ordinary martial arts practitioner. 

“Are you a hidden person? Are you doing these injurious things, don’t anyone take care of it? Or do you 

mean the hidden person can tolerate such things?” Yu Sheng asked with a frown. 

Hearing the words Hidden Door, Hu Lie’s expression immediately became savage, as if he had been 

poked into a sore spot. 

After spitting out a mouthful of blood, Hu Lie glared at Yu Sheng and shouted: “Don’t fucking pretend 

the word Hidden Door in front of me, damn it, after my father’s Blood Demon Pill is trained, he will 

surely kill all the hidden door people. !” 

Speaking of this, Hu Lie suddenly remembered something. He looked up and down for Yu Sheng and 

asked: “With my strength, it is already considered upstream in the hidden gate. The secular world is as 

young as you, and it has reached the late stage of the master state. It’s almost impossible for a person to 

come, are you also a member of a hidden family?” 

Since Hu Lie made a mistake, his father and son were driven out of the hidden door by the sect, he has 

never encountered a person in the secular world who is similar to him in age but stronger than him, and 

he is the first in the rest of his life. 

So he regarded Yu Sheng as a member of the hidden door, but he didn’t remember any family name Yu 

in the hidden door? 

“No, there is so much nonsense, are you afraid of me?” Yu Sheng just wanted to quickly solve Hu Lie. 

After listening to Hu Lie’s words, Yu Sheng learned that Hu Lie has a father. It seems that these people 

were arrested for blood training. The magic pill comes to enhance the strength. 

Now without knowing the strength of Hu Lie and his father, the rest of his life must quickly solve Hu Lie, 

a Hu Lie is already so difficult to deal with, and if the two of them take the shot together, there is really 

no chance of winning. 

Hearing what Yu Sheng said, Hu Lie felt that Yu Sheng looked down on him, and waved his fist without 

thinking about it. 

Yu Sheng drew his head away, grabbed Hu Lie’s leg and picked him up, and then slammed to the ground 

to shake up a layer of dust. 

For the rest of his life, he plans to make a quick battle. Naturally, he won’t have any more hands. He just 

used the strength of his whole body, if he were an ordinary person, he would be smashed to the bones 

of his whole body. 

But Hu Lie was not an ordinary person. Although he had no bones to pieces, his internal organs were 

also severely damaged and his strength was greatly reduced. 

Hu Lie still didn’t get up from the ground, and Yu Sheng stomped on him again, because the force was 

too strong, and the floor was shaken and cracked. 

Hu Lie’s gang saw that their boss was obviously not the opponent of the man in front of him and 

couldn’t do it either. Looking at it, Hu Lie was about to be killed if he watched it. gun. 



Bang bang bang! 

For the rest of my life, even if there is a shield formed by internal force covering the whole body, the 

lethality of the ak rifle is really too great, and the firepower is all concentrated in one place, the shield is 

a little unsustainable, and it is about to be broken… 
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Without any hesitation, the rest of his life picked up Hu Lie, who was seriously injured on the ground, 

and smashed the group of people, knocking down a large group of people in an instant. 

Hu Lie’s head hit the wall for a short while, and his freshly awakened consciousness fell into a blur again. 

Without Hu Lie, it was easy for the rest of his life to deal with ordinary people. He walked up to them 

with a stride, and shattered all the internal organs of the two people with internal force. They fell to the 

ground and died. 

After a short period of time, the rest of his life solved those people easily. Looking at the Hu Lie on the 

ground, Yu Sheng didn’t intend to be merciful to his men. He lifted his foot and planned to kick him in 

the chest. 

For the rest of his life, with enough confidence, this foot can directly crush the internal organs of Hu Lie, 

who was seriously injured on the ground. 

Just when his feet were about to fall on Hu Lie, Hu Lie suddenly supported him with both hands and 

didn’t let the rest of his life go down. 

Yu Sheng was slightly surprised, not thinking that he had used all his strength to severely wound him. He 

still has the ability to move. It seems that this guy’s own strength is still very strong. 

Just a little surprised, Yu Sheng didn’t plan to give him any chance to breathe, and wanted to solve him 

directly. 

When Yu Sheng was about to shoot again, he saw Hu Lie took out a red pill from his pocket and stuffed 

it into his mouth. 

Upon seeing this, how could Yu Sheng not understand, presumably Hu Lie was planning to defeat 

himself by external force. There was no chance to give him a pill, the speed of the rest of his life was like 

lightning, and he quickly snatched the pill from Hu Lie’s hand. 

How could Hu Lie not be angry after taking away the pill for the rest of his life? A pair of red eyes were 

about to bleed, and Yu Sheng glared at him and said in anger, “Give me the medicine back!” 

Yu Sheng glanced at the red pill grabbed by the phone, and just holding it in his hand, he could smell the 

strong bloody smell on the pill. No need to think about it, Yu Sheng could also guess that this pill must 

be made by grabbing the internal organs of those people. s things. 

In order to be able to improve their own strength, even brutally killing ordinary people, this kind of 

warrior is simply frantic. 

Just looking at it for the rest of my life, I should feel the evil nature in that pill. This is only a semi-

finished product. Although it can greatly enhance the strength of a person after taking it, if it is taken by 

a person who is not strong enough, it will definitely go crazy after taking it. 

Putting the pill in his pocket, Yu Sheng looked at Hu Lie on the ground coldly, and said: “Give you the pill 

back and let you take it against me? Do you treat me as a fool? 

As a martial artist, it is an unforgivable sin to do all bad things to kill the lives of ordinary people, and 

even to attack the police in the secular world! ” 

For the rest of his life, Hu Lie’s heart was cold and with a real killing intent, and he knew that he was 

really dead now. 



Only with this kind of ending, it was a happy fight. Hu Lie’s eyes were extremely firm, and with the 

blessing of the Blood Demon Pill, his internal organs hurt and sweated from his forehead. 

There was no other way, Hu Lie could only seal his acupuncture points with his hands so that he would 

not feel pain for a short time. 

Rising from the ground, Hu Lie’s pair of eagle eyes stared at Yu Sheng’s eyes without a trace of fear: 

“Come on, have a good fight! The big deal is death.” 

For the rest of his life, Hu Lie, who is fearless about death, also admires him more, but he has never 

been merciful when he has done such a bad thing. 

In a match between the two, the aura of each other has skyrocketed compared to before. Previously, 

the Hu Lie Devil Witch was not the opponent of the rest of his life, not to mention that he was seriously 

injured. On the ground, without hesitation, he slammed his neck directly. 

After solving Hu Lie, Yu Sheng heard a roar from above his head, and when he looked up, it turned out 

to be a helicopter. 

Seeing this, Yu Sheng breathed a sigh of relief. When Xia Feixue came, she told herself that she asked for 

instructions. Elite troops will be dispatched from above. These people must be members of those elite 

troops! 
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Yujia Villa 

Xiao Shui lay on the bed and kept choking. Today is the same as yesterday. Aunt Qianqian still didn’t give 

him breakfast, or emptied his breakfast. 

The last time she said that her breakfast was dirty, Xiao Shui could still believe it, but this time even if he 

was only six years old, she understood that Xu Qianqian didn’t like him, and deliberately didn’t want him 

to eat breakfast. 

The belly was groaning, hunger rushed to my heart, Xiao Shui swallowed, crying even harder, and the 

pillow under his head was wet. 

“Dad, where are you? I obviously agreed to Xiaoshui to take Xiaoshui to the amusement park. Why did 

you fail to say something? Is it true that you don’t want Xiaoshui? 

Xiao Shui doesn’t want to go to the amusement park, dad, come back! Xiao Shui is so hungry, Xiao Shui 

wants to eat! “Xiao Shui said while crying. 

At this moment, the door of his room was kicked open, followed by a sound of footsteps, and then Xiao 

Shui’s quilt covering his head was torn open. 

Xu Qianqian raised her hand and grabbed Xiao Shui’s ear. This time she had no concealment for her 

abuse, and lifted Xiao Shui from the bed. 

“You little bastard, you hide in the bed all day long. Was you a pig in your last life? Why did you become 

lazy like this?” Xu Qianqian pointed to Xiao Shui’s nose and cursed. 

Xiao Shui’s ears were pulled red by Xu Qianqian, and Xiao Shui burst into tears because of the pain. 

Constantly begging for mercy: “Aunt Xu, it hurts! I beg you to give it away, okay?” 

Hearing Xiao Shui’s begging for mercy, Xu Qianqian not only didn’t let go of the hand that grabbed Xiao 

Shui’s ears, but he tugged even harder and reprimanded: “Little bunny, dare you still play your temper 

and hide in bed next time? 

A little boy is so squeamish, he doesn’t know how he used to be like this before, it must be a useless 

waste to grow up! ” 

The pain in his ears made Xiao Shui cry even louder. He felt that his ears were about to be pulled off by 



Xu Qianqian, but no matter how she begged for mercy, it had no effect. 

After a minute or two, Xu Qianqian frowned her eyebrows tightly. Xiao Shui’s cries were so noisy that 

she was upset by the pain, and only then did she send her hand to grasp Xiao Shui’s ears. 

“Next time you dare to hide in bed and cry, do you want your father to see and help you teach me? I tell 

you, don’t even think about it! If you let me know that you secretly complain to Yu Sheng You feel good. 

You are six years old, and you should understand a truth. Your parents are already divorced. You stayed 

at the Yu’s house and you were just dragging oil bottles. Now I am your father’s wife, and we have left a 

child. , You don’t need this family. 

If you offend me, don’t blame me for throwing you out. You will be an undesirable child by then, and 

you will be taken away by traffickers, interrupted, and sitting on the side of the road begging for food. ” 

Xu Qianqian threatened with his arms around his shoulders. Now he has to let Xiao Shui know who is in 

charge of this house. If this little bunny is really like Yu Sheng, it would be difficult to deal with, so now 

he is so scared. he. 

“No, it won’t. Dad likes me the most. It’s impossible to not want me. You are a bad aunt. I want to tell 

Dad and let him kick you out!” Xiao Shui got up from the ground and went outside. run. 

Seeing this situation, Xu Qianqian immediately understood. This little bastard was going to ask Yu Sheng 

to sue her, saying that he could not let him go. 

He grabbed Xiao Shui’s collar. Although Xu Qianqian was relatively petite, it was very easy to deal with a 

six-year-old child. 

Grabbing Xiao Shui by the collar, Xu Qianqian directly threw him on the ground, turned around and 

locked the door of the room. 

Turning around, Xu Qianqian looked at Xiao Shui with a bit of killing intent in her eyes… 

Chapter: 1018 

Did you kill the kid in front of you? 

Xu Qianqian was constantly entangled in her heart. If she started killing Xiao Shui now, Xu Qianqian 

would have a hundred and one thousand ways to shirk her responsibility, but she still couldn’t escape 

the fact that she hadn’t taken care of her well. 

Looking at Xiao Shui curled up in the corner of the wall, Xu Qianqian bit her lower lip with her teeth, her 

hands clenched tightly, her nails were about to fall into the flesh, and her heart was still tangled. 

If the child in front of him is dead, then her daughter will be the only heir for the rest of her life. By then, 

the property rights of hundreds of billions will belong to her daughter, and the Xu family will be able to 

take care of it. 

Even if the woman I like for the rest of his life, Xu Qianqian has a very good way to prevent that woman 

from having a child in her belly. 

At this moment, Xu Qianqian had already walked towards Xiao Shui step by step. The demon in her 

heart had already taken over her heart. After Xiao Shui died, all she had for the rest of her life belonged 

to her daughter. 

At this time, Xu Qianqian had already walked in front of Xiao Shui, looking at Xiao Shui curled up in the 

corner on the ground, crying constantly, she bent down, raised her hands at the same time, and placed 

it between Xiao Shui’s neck. . 

Just as she was about to start, there was a rapid knock on the door outside the room, and Xu Qianqian 

was startled when she heard the sound. 

With a sullen expression on his face, he immediately turned into a face of affection, ready to pinch the 



hand against Xiao Shui’s neck, and instead helped Xiao Shui tidy his collar. 

Xu Qianqian said apologetically in a gentle voice: “Xiao Shui, just now auntie was on an impulse. You 

don’t care about it like auntie, do you?” 

Hearing what Xu Qianqian said, Xiao Shui slowly raised her head, looking at the woman in front of her 

with tears and bewilderment, wondering why she changed so quickly. 

Suddenly, the knock on the door came over again, Xiao Shui immediately understood it, and he couldn’t 

take care of the physical pain when he was overjoyed, pushed Xu Qianqian away and ran in the direction 

of the room door. 

Xiao Shui shouted to the outside with his throat: “Dad save me, Aunt Xu keeps beating me, dad, please 

drive him out.” 

Sure enough, this kid was about to sue. Xu Qianqian had a hideous face. If Yu Sheng knew that he had 

abused Xiaoshui, he would definitely be kicked out. 

no! She would never allow this to happen, but now that she has been at the door for the rest of her life, 

she has no other way to explain it. 

“Xiao Shui, if you bullied your sister and aunt, just say a few things about you, how can you talk 

nonsense? When did I abuse you?” Above, it will be one thing for the rest of your life to believe it or not. 

Opening the door, Xu Qianqian was on the same spot when she saw the person standing outside, and a 

sullen smile appeared at the corner of her mouth. 

“Madam, Yueyue was crying. I just fed her milk powder but still kept crying. I have no way out, so I came 

to you.” Aunt Wang stood at the door, hugging Yueyue and explained. 

But when she saw the tearful water in the room, she understood that Xu Qianqian was violent water at 

home. 

Although Aunt Wang has only been here for a long time, she can already tell that Xiao Shui is a very 

sensible child. She wonders why Xu Qianqian beats and scolds Xiao Shui. Is there something that offends 

her? 

Aunt Wang was about to help Xiao Shui speak, so Xu Qianqian spoke first: “Why don’t you go to coax her 

if she cries? Or why should I ask you to come? Let you watch me coax the child? 

I am busy now. Sang Kong, take care of him, get out, and if you bother me again, I will fire you! ” 

I heard that I was going to fire myself. Aunt Wang was too scared to speak. She glanced at Xiao Shui with 

some worry, and finally turned and left. 

Xiao Shui, this child is indeed very pitiful. She has such a mother, but after all, this is a wealthy person 

and family affairs. She is a poor person who can’t care about others and dare to care about others? 

If you get revenge by the rich again, it will really be miserable. 

Seeing the babysitter who got in the way gone, Xu Qianqian Xinzhi punished Xiao Shui at home. If he 

came back for the rest of his life, it would really be over. 

Thinking of this, Xu Qianqian grabbed Xiao Shui’s ear again, dragged Xiao Shui all the way to the car, and 

then started the car and left the villa. 

Looking at the car going away, Aunt Wang, who was standing on the second floor, sighed deeply, 

wondering where the madam is going to take Xiao Shui? I couldn’t help worrying about the child in my 

heart. 

Sir, come back quickly! 

Chapter: 1019 



“You let me go down! If you don’t let me go down again, turn around and I tell my father to let him drive 

you out!” Xiao Shui kept crying from the back seat. 

Xu Qianqian, who was driving in front, was unmoved. He kept driving intently. The car became more and 

more remote. He stopped until he came to a relatively remote alley where there was no way to get in. 

“What did you pull me here for? I want to go home, I want to go home, bad aunt, bad aunt!” Xiao Shui is 

still struggling, not wanting to enter that remote alley with Xu Qianqian, subconsciously feel there will 

be Something bad happened. 

Xu Qianqian was not patient with her own children, not to mention other people’s children, raising her 

hand, slapped Xiao Shui’s face with a slap. 

“Why do you cry? Do you know where I brought you here? If you keep crying, don’t even think about 

going home.” Xu Qianqian was impatiently intimidated. 

Xiao Shui covered the sore face that was beaten by Xu Qianqian, and held back the tears that were 

about to fall, before he began to scan the surroundings. The more he looked, the more he became 

flustered. 

When Xu Qianqian was at home before, Xu Qianqian talked and threw him out and interrupted his 

hands and feet to be a beggar. Is it possible that he is here to beg for food now? 

Before he had time to think about it, Xu Qianqian raised his hand and grabbed Xiao Shui’s ear again, 

holding him and walking into the alley. 

Xiao Shui wanted to struggle, but the more he struggled, the more painful his ears became. There was 

no way he could only continue to follow Xu Qianqian inward with his ears being pulled. 

Even though Xiao Shui cried and yelled in the process, the people passing by in the alley looked at them 

with a very indifferent look, and no one planned to come up and take care of things. 

Both of them almost walked to the deepest part of the alley, until Xu Qianqian saw a big red iron gate, 

and then stopped. 

He raised his hand and knocked on the iron door. Soon, the people in the room opened the big iron 

door, and a middle-aged man with a sloppy dress and a big gold tooth in his mouth emerged. 

When Da Jinya saw that Xu Qianqian came by, he showed a respectful smile, and asked with a pleased 

face: “Miss Xu, why did you come to my shabby place?” 

Xu Qianqian studied in Qiancheng when she was in college, and there was one of her suitors, who had a 

higher status. 

Although he didn’t agree to associate with him at the time, that person always wandered around Xu 

Qianqian, so Xu Qianqian knew something about these people in the mixed society. 

And the big golden tooth in front of him is specifically responsible for kidnapping and selling children, 

interrupting his hands and feet to go to the streets and begging. 

Xu Qianqian didn’t have any reason to appease Da Jinya’s deliberate flattery. Instead, he pushed Xiao 

Shui forward and asked condescendingly: “There is a child in my family who is not obedient. How can he 

be honest and obedient? You are right about this. They are experts!” 

“You are looking for the right person for this. Ms. Xu, please give me this child. Give me two days. I will 

definitely train him to be submissive.” Da Jinya grinned and revealed a big yellow rhubarb. Tooth, one of 

which was inlaid with gold, patted his chest to assure Xu Qianqian. 

Xiao Shui saw Da Jin Ya step back subconsciously. Da Jin Ya’s face was hideous and terrifying, Xiao Shui 

Da Jin Ya was afraid of this person in his heart. 

“You…you…don’t hurt me. My father is super powerful. He is a great hero who specializes in hitting you 

bad guys. If you dare to hurt me, he will definitely hit you.” Although Xiao Shui is afraid, he still fights. 



Said courageously. 

Upon hearing this, the big golden tooth raised his hand and slapped Xiao Shui’s head with a slap, and 

said disdainfully: “You still want to tell your dad? Telling you that the king and I are not useful! If Miss Xu 

doesn’t say it, let it go. You go, you can’t run away whoever comes!” 

Xu Qianqian nodded, she was still very satisfied with Da Jinya’s attitude. 

When Da Jinya raised his hand, Bai Xiaoshui, which looked like a little chicken, was picked up, and the 

three people walked in like a house.Chapter: 1020  

Walking into the courtyard, Xiao Shui saw several children who were similar to or even older than him 

squatting in the corner, looking at him curiously. 

Xiao Shui felt a little guilty by them, and always felt that something was wrong. When he looked at the 

children carefully, he discovered the problem. 

The dozen or so children in front of them were all dressed in tattered clothes and dirty, just like a beggar 

on the side of the road. 

And the most important thing is that some people have broken two arms, some people lose a leg, and 

some people are blind. 

Xiao Shui became more and more frightened as she watched it. He thought that the words Xu Qianqian 

said were deliberately frightening her and not letting herself complain to her father. 

Now that she saw the scene in front of her, Xiao Shui really understood that Xu Qianqian didn’t even 

joking with him, but really wanted her to be a beggar and had him become disabled. 

Xiao Shui’s scared legs were weakening. He finally understood why the people in the alleys were looking 

at him with your indifferent eyes when he came. A small number, they have taken offense. 

escape! 

Xiao Shui now has only one thought in his mind, and that is to escape from this hell-like place. He should 

not beg for food, be a disabled person, or fail to see his father… 

Just before Xiao Shui turned around, the iron door was closed with a “bang”, and Da Jinya locked the 

door with an iron lock. 

“Little thing, where do you want to go? When you come to this place, you don’t think you can really run 

away, do you?” Then Da Jinya kicked Xiao Shui’s body and punished him. obedient. 

Xiao Shui was just a six-year-old child who was kicked a few meters away by this heavy kick. He lay on 

the ground for a long time, and he was relieved. 

Xu Qianqian looked at all this indifferently with her hands on her shoulders. The reason why she brought 

Xiao Shui to this place today was to let him understand the fate of her words. 

The big golden tooth took two steps forward and picked up the little water on the ground, and then 

looked at Xu Qianqian respectfully and asked: “Ms. Xu, what are you going to do with this disobedient 

child? It is to go out an eye. , Or cut off one hand, or both? Or do you want to scrap the leg?” 

Xiao Shui, who was in a daze, heard this. She was so frightened that she was out of possession, 

struggling constantly, trying to break away from the control of the big golden tooth. 

But he was always just a six-year-old child. These struggles were simply useless, and there was no way 

out. He could only turn his eyes for help on Xu Qianqian’s body. 

“Aunt Xu, I know that I was wrong, please don’t dare to break my hands and feet, okay? Xiao Shui 

doesn’t want to be a beggar, I really know it is wrong.” 

Upon seeing this, Xu Qianqian nodded in satisfaction, and then winked at Da Jinya, Da Jinya, and then he 

threw Xiao Shui on the ground. 

At this time, Xiao Shui made her face pale with fright, and her body kept trembling, for fear that if she 



did something wrong, the big golden tooth would cut off his hands and feet with a knife, and then threw 

it into the street to beg for food. 

“It’s okay if I let you go. Will you dare to complain to me when you go home and see Dad? If you let me 

hear something that shouldn’t be said, then you will wait to come to this place again and be cut off and 

be a beggar. Come on!” Xu Qianqian said to Xiao Shui in a serious voice. 

Xiao Shui was already frightened. He didn’t want to be a disabled person, and he didn’t want to beg like 

those children, so he could only keep nodding his head. 

“Aunt Xu, I won’t tell, I won’t tell my father, please let me go, okay?” Xiao Shui said tremblingly. 

Xu Qianqian was still very satisfied with the changes made by Xiao Shui. She thanked Da Jinya, and then 

returned to the car with Xiao Shui. 

With the experience just now, Xiao Shui didn’t struggle like when he came, like a puppet that lost his 

soul, generally sitting in the back honestly, afraid to make any noises. 

Xu Qianqian smiled with satisfaction at the corner of his mouth. The results this time were very good, 

and it was finally a good idea to teach this little bunny how to be honest and obedient. 

 


